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Isn't reincarnation and hell witch mortal enemies? 

 

Why are they together? 

 

She "Hmm", didn't ask much, and followed Ye Chen. 

 

The group marched forward and re entered the ancient road. 

 

Ye Chen talked with Huang XINCHE and others, only to know that they stepped into the ancient road 

and also wanted to go out. 

 

They left recklessly, mainly to save people! 

 

There was a famine clan elder who was accidentally injured while searching for treasure in the secret 

land of the Pearl of heaven. He was in danger and in urgent need of rescue! 

 

Ye Chen has also been to the Tianzhu secret place, where he once dueled with Ye endless, one of the 

seven sons of Jianmen. 

 

On that day, in the Pearl secret place, it is said that there was a cultivation secret script of Tianzhu 

change hidden in the eight prohibitions of the flood and famine, but ye Chen didn't find it. 

 

Ye Chen didn't expect that the elder who Huang XINCHE and others wanted to rescue was in the Tianzhu 

secret place. 

 



"Did your elder find the bead changed?" 

 

Ye Chen asked curiously. 

 

Huang XINCHE said, "I've found it. The secret script of Pearl change that day is very hidden. It needs to 

be found with the eyes of heaven." 

 

"The elder found the script by using Tianhuang heavy pupil, but it took too much effort and was 

accidentally injured by a monster. If we don't hurry to rescue, I'm afraid the elder is in danger of falling 

out." 

 

Ye Chen's heart was cold and said, "I see. If I can go out smoothly, I'll go with you to have a look." 

 

It's the great wilderness Wujing 
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The hell Cobra dragon was extremely embarrassed and fell heavily to the ground, smashing a deep pit 

and stirring up smoke and dust all over the sky. 

 

"How awesome..." 

 

Huang XINCHE saw Ye Chen's means, and the color of worship in her eyes was more intense. 

 

Ye luo'er and shanrou were also shocked. Unexpectedly, ye Chen really defeated the hell Cobra dragon. 

 

That's a overlord monster comparable to the immeasurable strong! 

 

Ye Chen looked at the hell cobra that fell to the ground and breathed a sigh of relief. 



 

Naturally, he knew that he could defeat the hell Cobra dragon thanks to Huang Lao. 

 

In those days, Huang Lao suppressed the dragon and crushed its Taoist heart with the seal of the great 

famine. 

 

At this moment, ye Chen hit the weakness of the hell Cobra dragon and defeated it by casting the seal of 

the great wilderness again. 

 

If this is not the case, with Ye Chen's current strength, it is impossible to defeat the immeasurable strong 

in any case, and the realm is too poor. 

 

The body of the hell Cobra dragon is constantly cracking and bleeding, and its aura and vitality are 

constantly passing away. 

 

But its body, still maintaining its color, was not beaten black and white by Ye Chen. 

 

Obviously, under the huge realm gap, ye Chen can't really suppress this dragon. 

 

The defeat of the hell Cobra dragon is a bit like the backfire of the heart demon. It is not ye Chen who 

defeated it, but the fear in his heart. 

 

Ye Chen's Wasteland death seal just seduces the fear in his heart. 

 

Ye Chen fell down and fell on the body of the hell Cobra dragon. With the sole of his foot on its faucet, 

he could feel the dragon's incomparable vitality. 

 

At this moment, the majestic vitality is passing rapidly. If it is not cured, the hell Cobra dragon will die. 

 

"Lord of reincarnation, spare your life, I am willing to obey! Become your partner, no, it's a pet beast!" 

 



The hell Cobra dragon felt the breath of death, completely flustered, and begged Ye Chen for mercy. 

 

Ye Chen smiled and said, "no, dragon, I already have it." 

 

After a pause, ye Chen shouted, "blood dragon, come out for dessert!" 

 

At that moment, ye Chen summoned the blood dragon directly. 

 

This hell Cobra dragon has so much life and blood that it has even absorbed a trace of the aura of the 

Iron Throne. If it is swallowed up by the blood dragon, it will certainly make the breath of the blood 

dragon stronger. 

 

"Roar!" 

 

With a burst of startling dragon singing, the body of the blood Dragon flew out of Ye Chen's body, 

hovered in the air, and stared at the body of the hell Cobra dragon. 

 

"Master, is this a gift for me?" 

 

The blood dragon was very surprised. 

 

"Well, take your time." 

 

Ye Chen smiled and flew up from the body of the hell Cobra dragon. 

 

He reincarnated for nine lifetimes. Once, he was killed by the hell aspic dragon. Today, let the blood 

dragon devour it, which is also considered revenge. 

 

"Thank you, master!" 

 



The blood dragon's eye pupil showed its fierce light, and immediately fell down. The dragon's claws 

were killed out, tearing the broken body of the hell Cobra dragon further and devouring its flesh and 

blood essence. 

 

"Lord of reincarnation, you can't die easily!" 

 

"Lord jiewang, the Lord of reincarnation and the witch are here. Don't let them go!" 

 

When the hell Cobra dragon was about to die, he roared up to the sky and made a vast sound, which 

spread far away. 

 

Ye Chen's face changed, and the hell aspic dragon complained to the king of the world. In case the 

strong man in the king's palace came, it would be troublesome. 

 

"Let's go!" 

 

As soon as ye Chen waved, he left quickly with ye luo'er, Huang XINCHE, shanrou and others. 

 

The blood dragon's action was also very fast. After swallowing the hell Cobra dragon, he returned to the 

Longyuan Heavenly Sword in Ye Chen's body and slowly digested it. 

 

Soon, ye Chen and his party walked along the ancient road and completely left the hell world. 

 

After they left, powerful figures came from afar and landed in the ancient road mountains. 

 

Those are many strong men in the king's palace! 

 

The first person is Feng Dijun, the ancestor of the Feng family! 

 

Emperor Feng looked around and saw the signs of fighting around. Some flowers and trees turned black 

and white, and there were many broken dragon scales and scarlet dragon blood. 



 

"The hell Cobra dragon is dead?" 

 

"Is it the Lord of reincarnation who killed it?" 

 

"When did the Lord learn the magic power of the barbarians?" 

 

Feng Dijun murmured, his eyes with some confusion and shock. 

 

From the clues left around, he instantly judged that the hell aspic dragon was killed by Ye Chen. 

 

The means Ye Chen used was the divine power of the famine clan, the great famine death seal! 

 

When he mentioned the name of reincarnation, his voice was still respectful, and he worshipped Ye 

Chen as the Lord. 

 

"The ancestor of the Feng family, the Lord of reincarnation and princess shanrou, once appeared here? 

Where did they go?" 

 

Asked the strong man of the bounded King's palace. 

 

"I don't know. We may have left. Let's keep looking." 

 

Feng Dijun shook his head and thought it was OK for ye Chen to leave alone, but with the time bomb of 

Princess shanrou, I'm afraid it's not death. 

 

When the downwind emperor, he is taking his strong men to search among the mountains and forests 

of the ancient road, hoping to find the traces of Ye Chen and shanrou. 

 

But ye Chen and his party had already left. 



 

At this time, ye Chen, shanrou, ye luo'er, Huang XINCHE and others had left the hell world and returned 

to the outside again. 

 

Everyone is in a vast void, below which is the boundary sea. A drop of water in the boundary sea is a 

universe. The vastness of the heavens is amazing. 

 

In the boundless sea, ye Chen can vaguely capture the coordinates of hell, but the coordinates are 

rapidly fading. 

 

Obviously, the coordinates of hell are not static, and there is a danger of change at all times. 

 

"Lord of reincarnation, we are going to Tianzhu secret place to cure the clan elders. Do you really want 

to go with us? If so, we'd better start at once, otherwise time will be delayed and the coordinates of hell 

will change, and we won't be able to go back." 

 

Huang XINCHE stared at Ye Chen and asked softly. 
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"Don't call me Lord of reincarnation, just call my name Ye Chen. If you want to save people, I will 

naturally go with you." 

 

Ye Chen nodded, and the holy power of the wild clan elder "the great wilderness Wujing" had been 

cultivated 
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Since Huang Lao left the hell world, the Tianzong of Huang clan is waiting for him to return, and there is 

no new master selected. Daily affairs are handled by many elders and growing old groups. 



 

That Huang Jiuxi is one of the members of the Presbyterian group. 

 

"XINCHE, here you are." 

 

"And, Lord of reincarnation, Princess shanrou!?" 

 

Huang Jiuxi, who was seriously injured, slightly opened his eyes and saw Huang XINCHE and others 

coming, showing a trace of relief. He also saw Ye Chen and shanrou behind him. He was immediately 

shocked, excited, affected the injury, coughed violently, and vomited a pool of blood. 

 

Huang XINCHE hurriedly said, "elder, are you all right? Don't be too excited, we have come to save you." 

 

Ye Chen saw that Huang Jiuxi was seriously injured and went forward to display the eight trigrams 

heaven elixir. 

 

But the light of the eight trigrams heaven elixir fell on the other party, but it had little effect, and the 

other party was still seriously injured. 

 

Huang XINCHE said, "brother ye, it's useless. Our wasteland people come from no time and space. The 

core of life and soul does not belong to this world. Ordinary medicine is useless to us, and we need 

special treatment." 

 

With that, Huang XINCHE took out a spiritual box. 

 

The spirit box was blue and black, ancient and deep. She slowly unfolded the spirit box, but saw a piece 

of green leaves inside. 

 

That leaf, emitting a rich to extreme green light, the majestic breath of life is in turmoil. At a glance, 

people feel extremely happy and quiet. The vitality of the whole world seems to be contained in that 

leaf. 

 



"The leaf of the world tree? Isn't the last leaf of the world tree left by our wasteland clan in dizong's 

hand? How can it be in your hand!?" 

 

Seeing this leaf, elder Huang Jiuxi was immediately shocked. Excited, he coughed violently and vomited 

blood. 

 

According to legend, there is a big tree running through the world in wuwuwuspacetime, which is called 

the world tree. 

 

In those days, when the barbarians fled from no time and space, they brought out more than a dozen 

leaves of the world tree. 

 

The leaves of the world tree are energetic and full of vitality, which can live the dead. Their flesh and 

bones are very precious. 

 

In hundreds of eras, the leaves of the world tree of the barren clan have been almost exhausted, leaving 

only the last one in the hands of the dizong. 

 

At this time, seeing Huang XINCHE take out the leaves of the world tree, Huang Jiuxi was surprised. I 

don't know how she got it. 

 

Huang XINCHE said gloomily, "elder, your life is in danger. We can't watch you die. We made a deal with 

the people of the dizong and exchanged the essence of 500 clansmen for this leaf to heal you." 

 

When Huang Jiuxi heard the words, he immediately felt extremely shocked and said, "how can you do 

this? Isn't this self destructing the Great Wall?" 

 

All the blood essence of 500 clansmen are sacrificed. Even if they don't die, their vitality will be greatly 

damaged. The Tianzong of the famine clan will inevitably lose its strength. 

 

And the dizong side has received a lot of blood offerings, and the overall practice of the eternal 

immortal method must be greatly improved. 

 



The foundation of the wild clan Tianzong is not as good as that of the earth clan. This time, this changes 

one after another, and the gap is even greater. 

 

Huang Jiuxi didn't expect that in order to save himself, Tianzong should pay such a high price. 

 

"Elder, don't say this first. Take the leaves of the world tree and heal the injury." 

 

Huang XINCHE picked up the leaf and sent it to Huang Jiuxi. 

 

Huang Jiuxi was sad, angry and helpless, but now that it was over, he had to heal the wound first, and 

then he wanted to take the leaves. 

 

Ye Chen has been watching, his eyes, carefully staring at the leaves of the world tree, but suddenly 

caught a faint strange fluctuation, and hurriedly shouted, "wait!" 

 

Huang XINCHE was surprised and said, "brother ye, what's the matter?" 

 

Ye Chen's face sank, took the leaf and said, "this leaf may have been poisoned by someone." 

 

With his keen Dantao medicine and reincarnation blood, ye Chen instantly caught that this leaf was 

strange! 

 

Poisoned by someone! 

 

"Poison?" 

 

Hearing this, Huang XINCHE and Huang Jiuxi were stunned. 

 

Ye Chen operated the eight trigrams heaven elixir. The light of the elixir shrouded the leaf, and a trace of 

spiritual power penetrated into it. 



 

Hiss—— 

 

With the penetration of Ye Chen's spiritual power, a trace of poison gas hidden in the depths of the 

leaves quietly filled out, like smoke and fog. 

 

"What!" 

 

Huang XINCHE, Huang Jiuxi and other Huang clansmen all changed their faces when they saw the 

churning poison gas. 

 

"It's a kind of chronic poison called Gougu humin powder. After being poisoned, people's hearts will 

slowly corrode, and they will die in about three years." 

 

Ye Chen's eyes narrowed slightly, and with his own medical opinions, he immediately saw through the 

source of this poison gas. 

 

"Bone etching and heart rotting powder, three years of toxic hair?" 

 

Huang XINCHE's pretty face was shocked and her delicate body trembled, and she said, "the people of 

the land clan cheated us! Elders, they want to kill you!" 

 

Huang XINCHE was extremely angry and bit his lips tightly. If ye Chen said it was true, it would be too 

terrible. It took three years to get poisoned. At that time, Huang Jiuxi died, and it could not be blamed 

on the head of Di Zong. 

 

Huang Jiuxi snorted and said, "dizong's ancestors are good means, good scheming, and good courage! 

Unexpectedly, they are willing to sacrifice a leaf of the world tree and also want to kill me, hahaha..." 

 

Huang XINCHE said, "no, we have to settle with them! In order to take this leaf of the world tree, we 

have fully donated the blood essence of 500 clansmen! The land clan is shameless and deceives people 

too much, and even tampers with the leaves. I can't spare them!" 



 

After a pause, Huang XINCHE hurriedly looked at Ye Chen and said, "brother ye, do you have a way to 

remove the poison gas from the leaves? The elder is too seriously injured and must be rescued as soon 

as possible." 
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Ye Chen took the leaves and looked carefully, but sighed: "no, the poison is too deep. The poison gas of 

the bone etching and heart rotting powder has been completely integrated with this leaf. This leaf has 

become a poisonous leaf, which cannot be removed." 

 

Huang XINCHE was disappointed and said, "really..." 

 

Without the leaves of the world tree, the elder Huang Jiuxi would be in danger. 

 

Huang Jiuxi smiled freely, but it didn't matter. He said, "don't worry too much about life and death. It 

may be time for me to return to Wuwu. Lord of reincarnation, thank you for finding out the plot of the 

Land Sect, otherwise I don't even know how to die." 

 

Ye Chen was silent. He also wanted to save Jiuxi, but the other party had a special constitution, and his 

blood came from nothing. Many of his medical methods had extremely limited effects. 

 

Unless, he is to use the magic formula of Zhou light, reverse time, and let Huang Jiuxi recover to the 

appearance before he was injured, he can be completely cured, just like ye luo'er. 

 

However, such prohibition is extremely costly and cannot be lightly used. 

 

Ye Chen naturally can't pay so much for a person he just met. 

 

Everyone was gloomy. Seeing Huang Jiuxi's dying appearance, he should not last long. 

 



"Hum! The people of dizong are still as shameless as before!" 

 

At this time, ye Chen heard the angry voice of Huang Lao in the reincarnation cemetery. 

 

Obviously, the shameless means of dizong also made him angry. 

 

"Boy, you can use my strength to cure the old man first." 

 

In his anger, Huang Lao didn't hide anything anymore. With a wave of his hand, a vast ancient energy 

breath rushed into Ye Chen's Dantian field. 

 

Ye Chen Dantian was shocked violently, and immediately found that the energy breath in Dantian was 

very majestic, showing the vastness of the ancient times, like a nebula, with countless unknown things 

quietly brewing in the nebula. 

 

"What is this?" 

 

Ye Chen was shocked and asked. 

 

He felt that the energy of the nebula and the majestic breath had transcended the scope of the real 

world, and was actually with a breath of nothing. 

 

The old man said, "this energy breath, called the 'ancient Nebula', is the source of our wild people's life." 

 

"The first people of our wilderness clan were born from this ancient nebula." 

 

"With this ancient nebula, you can treat the old man's injury." 

 

Ye Chen was surprised. It turned out that this mass of energy was called the ancient nebula. 

 



His eyes coagulated, and he said to Huang Jiuxi, "senior, I have a method that may cure you." 

 

When Huang Jiuxi heard Ye Chen's words, he gasped, opened his eyes feebly, and said decadent, "I'm 

already a dying man. What else can you do to cure me?" 

 

Ye Chen didn't speak. His palm stretched out and pressed it in the Dantian of Huang Jiuxi. 

 

"The vast ancient times, the source of life, all things are endless, Chi!" 

 

Then, ye Chen sang in a low voice, running the great wilderness Wujing, transmitting the aura of the 

ancient Nebula in his body to Huang Jiuxi. 

 

Huhuhuhu—— 

 

With Ye Chen's energy transmission, the surrounding world suddenly blew a fierce vigorous wind. 

 

In the vigorous wind, gradually there is an ancient Nebula rising slowly, covering the sky and blocking 

out the sun. 

 

The nebula, with its ancient flavor and endless vitality, is very spectacular. 

 

With the transmission of nebula energy, the injury on Huang Jiuxi's body quickly healed at the speed 

visible to the body, and his face, which was dying, also quickly returned to ruddy. 

 

"This... This is the ancient Nebula!?" 

 

"How possible!" 

 

Huang XINCHE and other wild people, seeing the rising ancient nebula, were shocked beyond measure 

and looked at Ye Chen inconceivably. 



 

The ancient nebula is the source of life and blood of the wild people. 

 

The original barbarians were all born from the nebula. 

 

Huang XINCHE and others never expected that the oldest and most mysterious ancient nebula of the 

Huang clan was actually on Ye Chen! 

 

Nourished by the energy of the ancient nebula, Huang Jiuxi completely recovered in less than a minute, 

from a dying appearance to a hale and hearty spirit. 

 

"Lord of reincarnation, how can the ancient Nebula be in your hand?" 

 

"Wasn't that Nebula taken away by our ancestors?" 

 

"Are you actually a descendant of your ancestor?" 

 

Huang Jiuxi was extremely shocked, and the means Ye Chen used deeply shocked him. 

 

His old body trembled and plopped, but he couldn't help kneeling down and kowtowed three times to 

Ye Chen. 

 

Huang XINCHE and others also want to kneel down. Ye Chen is in charge of the ancient nebula and the 

source of life of the wild family. He is the Supreme Master of the wild family! 

 

"Elder, please get up quickly." 

 

Ye Chen hurriedly picked up Huang Jiuxi, stopped Huang XINCHE and others from kneeling, and sighed, 

"I'm not the descendant of your ancestor, but I have some origins with him." 

 



Huang Jiuxi still had worship in his eyes and said, "the old ancestor once said that if he doesn't come 

back in the future, the Lord of reincarnation will lead our wild Tianzong to rise again. That's really good!" 

 

Ye Chen secretly said to Huang Lao, "you old man, do you think so much of me?" 

 

Huang Lao disdained to laugh and said, "ha ha, I casually made up what reincarnation rose. They took it 

seriously, and I couldn't help it. In those days, the whole clan was panicked, but as the patriarch, I was in 

a precarious situation. In order to stabilize people's hearts, I always wanted to give them a little 

thought." 

 

Hearing Huang Lao's explanation, ye Chen was a little speechless. 

 

But anyway, he now has an indissoluble bond with the wild Tianzong. 

 

Huang Jiuxi's injury has recovered, and ye Chen returns the leaves of the world tree to him. 

 

He took the leaf and said angrily, "the people of dizong want to entrap me. This matter must be 

investigated to the end!" 

 

Huang XINCHE said, "by the way, elder, who hurt you?" 

 

She thought that the elder was injured by a monster, but judging from the corpse she saw on the road, 

the elder's injury must be man-made. He may have had a fierce conflict with the forces of the supreme 

world. 

 

At this time, Huang Jiuxi recovered from his injury and was hale and hearty. Hearing Huang XINCHE's 

words, his eyes flashed a sharp killing opportunity, saying, "it's the people of Xiyan Xianzong, and they 

also want to snatch the Tianzhu change script." 

 

Huang XINCHE said, "beauty washing immortal sect?" 

 



Huang Jiuxi said, "well, Xiyan Xianzong, a newly founded sect in Taishang world, was founded less than a 

thousand years ago. The identity of the patriarch is very mysterious, and outsiders never know it, but I 

fought with them, but I accidentally caught a trace of heaven." 

 

"The patriarch of Xiyan Xianzong is probably one of the ten Heavenly Kings and ancestors, hongchunqiu, 

the ancestor of the Hong family." 

 

Speaking of this, Huang Jiuxi looked at Ye Chen and said, "Lord of reincarnation, I heard that you have 

great gratitude and resentment with wanxu. Hong Chunqiu is the high-level of wanxu." 

 

"In the wanxu temple, Hong Chunqiu is below one person and above ten thousand people, ranking 

second only to the ancient emperor Yu Huang. This person founded the beauty washing immortal sect. I 

don't know what he wants to do. Be careful." 
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When ye Chen heard that Hong Chunqiu had actually left the wanxu and founded a sect, he was 

immediately surprised and said, "what does Hong Chunqiu want to do, set up his own house? He is not 

afraid of the ancient emperor Yu Huang's anger?" 

 

Huang Jiuxi shook his head and said, "I don't know, that Xiyan Xianzong is very mysterious. The identity 

of the patriarch is always confidential. I also accidentally caught the secret of heaven before I realized 

it." 

 

"It's really strange to say that Hong Chunqiu is the high-level of the wanxu temple. He actually secretly 

set up his own house. Does he want to rebel against the feather emperor, attack wanxu, and dominate 

the world by himself?" 

 

Ye Chen inexplicably broke out in a cold sweat and said, "it's really possible. Hong Chunqiu set up his 

own house, which is a big thing. If it's spread, the ancient emperor Yu Huang may kill it at all costs." 

 



Huang Jiuxi said, "the Lord of reincarnation, the Lord of Xiyan Xianzong, is the matter of Hong Chunqiu. 

We'd better keep it a secret for the time being. If it is exposed too soon, it may attract the attention of 

wanxu and let the ancient emperor Yu Huang start in advance and kill Hong Chunqiu." 

 

"It would be better for Hong Chunqiu to grow slowly and let him fight with the wanxu. It is also a good 

thing for us to reap profits." 

 

He now believes that ye Chen is the successor of the old, so he thinks about ye Chen everywhere when 

he speaks. 

 

Wanxu is the enemy of Ye Chen, and it is also the enemy of the wild Tianzong! 

 

Ye Chen nodded and said, "just so." 

 

Huang Jiuxi sighed again, "this time I came to the secret land of Tianzhu to capture the secret script of 

Tianzhu transformation, and so did the Xiyan immortal sect." 

 

"Finally, I successfully found the secret script of Tianzhu transformation by using Tianhuang's heavy 

pupil." 

 

"That day, the Pearl changed secret script was condensed into a grain of dust and hidden in the void. If it 

weren't for my great power, I really couldn't find it." 

 

"Unfortunately, after I found the Tianzhu change script, it took too much effort, and finally I was injured 

by the strong men of the Xiyan fairy sect. They inherited the Tao of the Xiyan fairy, and their magical 

powers were extremely powerful, and I was almost killed by them." 

 

Ye Chen heard the word "face washing Fairy", and his heart was touched. Unexpectedly, at this moment, 

he caught a trace of heaven's mystery related to Wu Zu and said, "face washing fairy... Who is this 

person? Is it related to Wu Zu?" 

 

Huang Jiuxi said, "well, the beauty fairy is an admirer of Wu Zu in the past. She admires Wu Zu, but it's a 

pity that Wu Zu only loves Wu Dao and doesn't respond to her." 



 

"After the fall of Wu Zu, the beauty washing fairy was buried with her body. She was also a fierce 

woman." 

 

"Like Wu Zu, Hongjun, Jianjia fairy and others, she is an ancient sage with great powers." 

 

"After the death of the beauty washing fairy, her orthodoxy has been missing, but a thousand years ago, 

she was accidentally obtained by a mysterious person, who created the beauty washing fairy sect. I 

guess that mysterious person is Hong Chunqiu!" 

 

Ye Chen's heart shook. He didn't expect that there was such an ancient origin in the Xiyan immortal sect. 

 

Huang Jiuxi sighed helplessly, "in the end, although I killed many strong people of the Xiyan immortal 

sect, they also stole the secret script of Tianzhu change." 

 

Huang XINCHE said, "was the Tianzhu change script robbed?" 

 

That day, Zhubian was one of the eight prohibitions of the flood and famine. If it could be brought back 

to the hell world, it would be enough to exchange countless cultivation resources. If it was robbed, it 

would be a pity. 

 

Huang Jiuxi nodded, but also free and easy, and said, "although the secret script has been taken away, 

it's not worthwhile to pry into the secret of the Xiyan immortal sect and know that Hong Chunqiu has set 

up his own house." 

 

Hong Chunqiu set up his own house, intending to betray wanxu and attack the Yu emperor. This 

information is extremely important to Ye Chen! 

 

With this information, he is even qualified to threaten Hong Chunqiu! 

 

"I accidentally peeped into the secret of heaven and found out Hong Chunqiu's secret, which is likely to 

be discovered by him. We'd better leave as soon as possible, otherwise the strong man of Xiyan 

Xianzong will come down, and I'm afraid it will be another trouble." 



 

Huang Jiuxi said anxiously. 

 

Ye Chen nodded. If Hong Chunqiu was really the patriarch of Xiyan Xianzong, his strength was absolutely 

terrible. 

 

If Hong Chunqiu completely inherits the traditional fortune of the beauty washing fairy, his combat 

effectiveness will soar to an extremely terrifying level, not even weaker than the magic ancestor Wutian, 

renfeifan, tiannv and others! 

 

This guy is really a dormant tiger! 

 

Hide deeply! 

 

Huang Jiuxi tore the void, and wanted to leave with Ye Chen and others, but at this time, the sky shook, 

and a pair of bloody eyes appeared in the sky. 

 

This pair of blood colored eyes, as soon as they appear, the air flow between heaven and earth is 

turbulent, and the law of the world is collapsing. 

 

The Tianzhu secret place under the feet of Ye Chen and others, under the terrible pressure of those 

blood eyes, cracked and cracked, and crumbled inch by inch. 

 

In an instant, it turned into countless gravel, suspended in the vast universe. 

 

Ye Chen and others suspended in the void, looking at the bloody eyes in the sky, immediately extremely 

frightened. 

 

They can clearly feel the terrible smell contained in those eyes. 

 

That's the pressure of the immeasurable strong! 



 

It can be called the strongest reality! 

 

"Lord of reincarnation, I didn't expect you to be here." 

 

"God treats me well, hehe hehe, kill you easily and devour your luck. At that time, even the Jade 

Emperor can't help me!" 

 

A cold, indifferent, majestic, murderous voice sounded in the void of the universe. 

 

The bloody eyes on the sky gradually dissipated, and a majestic figure came down. 

 

That figure, I don't know how many tens of thousands of feet tall, stands between the universe, showing 

an extremely domineering momentum. Although it is hazy, it is only a virtual shadow, but the majesty of 

the virtual shadow is enough to make the sun and moon collapse, space break, world laws collapse, and 

the void is full of torn black hole whirlpools and white holes in space and time. 
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Ye Chen caught a very familiar mystery, which is related to the ten Heavenly Kings and ancestors, as well 

as the former Hong Tianjing. 

 

This coming figure is one of the ancestors of the ten Heavenly Kings, the ancestor of the Hong family, 

Hong Chunqiu! 

 

"The patriarch of Xiyan Xianzong is really Hong Chunqiu! He really set up his own house!" 

 

Ye Chen was shocked and stared at the virtual shadow of Hong Chunqiu. 

 



Although it is only a virtual shadow, the oppression brought to Ye Chen is no weaker than that of the 

ancient emperor Yu Huang, the demon ancestor Wutian, Ren tiannv and others. 

 

Sure enough, Hong Chunqiu is a dormant tiger! 

 

His real strength is far from as simple as what is rumored. 

 

If it comes to the ranking of masters, he won't lose to Mo Zu Wu Tian and Tian NV. 

 

Behind Hong Chunqiu, there are a dozen strong heavenly kings, but compared with his majestic and 

invincible momentum, those dozen heavenly kings are only as small as mole ants. 

 

Under the terrifying pressure of Hong Chunqiu, women such as shanrou and Huang XINCHE all turned 

pale with horror, and their delicate bodies trembled, hiding behind Ye Chen. 

 

"Hong Chunqiu, it's really you!" 

 

When Huang Jiuxi saw Hong Chunqiu coming, he knew that he was right. The patriarch of Xiyan 

Xianzong was indeed Hong Chunqiu. 

 

"Hehe, Heitian Laozu's free descendants? In fact, I don't want to be enemies with you, but you know my 

secret. I can't let you leave alive today." 

 

Hong Chunqiu looked down at Huang Jiuxi, like looking at a worm. 

 

"I have inherited the orthodoxy of the beauty fairy, and the divine power cultivation is far above you. 

Today I will give you a decent, all self-determination, and I will leave you a whole corpse." 

 

Hong Chunqiu's tone was full of the grandeur of the superior, majestic and invincible, as if he were in 

control of the overall situation. 

 



"Hong Chunqiu, do you really think I'm a barbarian and easy to bully?" 

 

When Huang Jiuxi heard Hong Chunqiu's words, he snorted coldly, and his eyes immediately turned out 

infinite fine light, and a circle of halos burst out, unexpectedly opening the heavy pupil in an instant. 

 

That is the wilderness without classics 

Chapter 7668 

 

 

 

Ye Chen at this moment is really like the master of the ancient times. It's too fierce! 

 

"The great wilderness steals the magic of heaven, suppress it for me!" 

 

Ye Chen shouted violently, and his right palm slapped Hong Chunqiu fiercely, using the strongest move 

of the Huang clan. 

 

Dahuang steals heaven, which is inside Dahuang Wujing, 

Chapter 7669 

 

 

 

Huang Jiuxi said, "Lord of reincarnation, what are you going to do next?" 

 

Ye Chen was about to answer, when he suddenly felt a sharp pain like tearing of his meridians, and his 

physical strength seemed to have been emptied. 

 

But it was the strength of the old man who scattered, and he suddenly felt like falling into collapse, with 

a pale face. 

 



Huang XINCHE and shanrou hurriedly supported him left and right. 

 

Ye Chen waved his hand, motioned that he was ok, and said to Huang Jiuxi, "next, I plan to take shanrou 

back. I can't let her return to the hell world again, otherwise she may be caught by the people in the 

king's palace." 

 

"Before leaving, I want to discuss with my predecessors that my cultivation without classics has only 

reached 

Chapter 7670 

 

 

 

"Shanrou, you..." 

 

When ye Chen saw shanrou's sudden evil spirit, he was stunned, and he only felt a strong evil power 

eroding. 

 

The soft pupils of the eyes turned into a pure black color in an instant, and the skin on the cheeks 

became extremely pale, like a witch. Black hair fluttered, and the fangs of two witch appeared at the 

corners of the mouth. 

 

At this moment, she was demonized on the spot in front of Ye Chen! 

 

Ye Chen's pupils contracted, and immediately caught a trace of fierce murderous spirit from shanrou's 

eyes. He subconsciously wanted to step back, but found that shanrou's slender palm had tightly hugged 

his shoulder. 

 

"Why don't you kill me? My brother Ye Chen." 

 

She leaned in Ye Chen's ear and opened her mouth gently with charming words. Her voice was charming 

to the bone. 

 



Ye Chen was shocked and looked at shanrou's eyes. 

 

Before shanrou was demonized, she completely lost her reason and became an empty monster. 

 

But now, ye Chen saw many expressions, such as cunning, ridicule, pondering and so on, from her eyes. 

 

Instantly, ye Chen felt numb on her scalp. 

 

At the moment, the kindness and softness is like a demon in the legend. Just the eyes have the charm of 

evoking souls and eroding bones. 

 

"Thank you for taking care of me like this, my brother Ye Chen." 

 

Shanrou showed a demon like smile, and her evil spirit was released, completely enveloping Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen completely didn't expect that she would be demonized, and her state had just recovered. 

Suddenly, she was eroded by the gentle evil spirit, and she was suddenly stiff and unable to move. 

 

Shanrou, like a demon, hugged Ye Chen's neck, kissed him on the face, kissed his neck again, and finally 

printed his lips. 

 

She greedily kissed Ye Chen. Ye Chen couldn't move, but stared wide, and her heart pounded. 

 

Under the erosion of kindness and softness, his Taoist heart unexpectedly showed signs of 

uncontrollability, shaking for a while. 

 

"The taste of reincarnation is really sweet." 

 

Shanrou reluctantly loosened her lips, then stepped on Ye Chen's legs, and her soft body tightly stuck to 

her, saying: 



 

"If you take care of me like this, maybe before killing you, I should let you enjoy the last bliss in the 

world, my brother Ye Chen." 

 

She smiled cunningly and gently rubbed Ye Chen's chest with her slender hand, and then pulled Ye 

Chen's hand and put it somewhere soft. 

 

Ye Chen couldn't move, so he had to be at her mercy. He wanted to talk, but found his throat was frozen 

and he couldn't say anything. 

 

Shanrou's eyes were cold and evil, and her nails became sharp and dark like a sword. She easily cut Ye 

Chen's clothes on his chest, gently clicked on Ye Chen's heart, and laughed: 

 

"Ren tiannv wants my heart. If I dig out your heart and give it to her, I don't know what expression she 

will have?" 

 

It seemed that thinking of this scene would be very interesting, and shanrou couldn't help laughing. 

 

This valley is so secluded that people outside don't know that he is in danger. 

 

However, under the isolation of the good and soft magic gas, ye Chen wanted to communicate with the 

reincarnation cemetery, and summon the blood dragon Xiaohuang and other means, which were 

invalid. 

 

He is already a lamb to be slaughtered. 

 

"Alas, just before you die, I will let you enjoy this last pleasure as a reward for taking care of me." 

 

The soft and sharp nails marked a ferocious blood mark on Ye Chen's chest skin, but after all, ye Chen's 

heart was not immediately dissected. 

 



She looked at Ye Chen with a smile, as if she were looking at her prey. Her eyes were not only cold and 

murderous, but also charming, erotic and ecstatic. 

 

She gently took off her clothes, revealing her snow-white body, and then went to take off Ye Chen's 

clothes. 

 

Ye Chen was sweating and covered with goose bumps. He knew that after this moment of happiness, he 

would undoubtedly die. 

 

At the critical moment, ye Chen tried his best to move his teeth and bit the meat on the oral wall tightly. 

 

Blood and pain filled the mouth, and the reincarnation of blood was stimulated. Ye Chen instantly felt 

that the Dantian was active and the aura was flowing. 

 

As soon as the aura flowed, it was like a river bursting its banks. The hands, feet and meridians, stiff all 

over, quickly resumed their activities. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes lit up, infinite aura gathered, and Hong Zhong spit out a word like a big LV: 

 

"Get out!" 

 

The word "roll" fell, and the geniality of the witch was immediately impacted by a huge force, and her 

body stumbled back. 

 

"You!" 

 

The demon girl was kind and soft, her eyes narrowed, and she was shocked and angry when she saw 

that ye Chen could actually get rid of the imprisonment of her evil spirit. 

 

"Damn it!" 

 



She reacted very quickly, waved her hands, ten sharp dark nails, blew infinite energy, and tore away at 

Ye Chen. 

 

"The dead seal of the great wilderness is suppressed by me!" 

 

Ye Chen drank violently, his hands were sealed, and the ancient breath was exploding. 

 

He had borrowed the breath of famine before, and felt the cultivation notes of famine Jiuxi. At this time, 

the power of famine death seal was even more terrifying. 

 

As soon as the seal formula was concluded, the majestic ancient ferocity broke out. 

 

Ye Chen's Wasteland death seal fell in the air. 

 

Unable to resist, the witch was immediately suppressed on the ground. 

 

"Reincarnation Heavenly Sword, out!" 

 

As a precaution, ye Chen offered the reincarnation Heavenly Sword again, ruthlessly penetrating the 

demon girl's gentle right hand and nailing her to the ground. 


